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SUMMARY 
Schlier en photogr aphs we r e used in an investigation to determine 
the effects of changing the aspect r atio from infinity to 2 on the air 
flow past a wing at high subsonic Mach numbers. The results indicated 
that the decr eased effects of compressibility on drag coefficients for 
the finite wing are pr oduced by a r eduction in the compression shock 
and flow separ ation . 
INTRODUCTION 
Pr evious investigations at high subsonic speeds have shown that 
the adverse effects of compressibility on the force characteristics of 
wing sections in two -dimensional flows are greatly alleviated for wings 
of low aspect ratio . Although reference I showed the over-all effect 
of decreasing the aspect ratio of a Wing, it did not provide any con-
crete information on the changes involved within the flow. 
An investigation has been conducted i n the Langley rectangular high-
speed tunnel to pr ovide information on the differences between the flow 
past wings of infinite aspect r atio and of aspect ratio 2. The infor -
mation was obtained in the fo r m of schlieren photographs of the flow 
at high subsonic Mach number s . Both Wings had the profile of the NACA 
0012 air foil . 
SYMBOLS 
A aspect ratio 
~ angle of attack 
ISupersedes the recently declassified NACA RM L8G23, "Effects of 
Aspect Ratio on Air Flow at High Subsonic Mach Numbers" by W. F. Lindsey 
and Milton D. Humphreys, 1948. 
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CL wing lift coefficient 
CD wing drag coefficient 
M f r ee - stream Mach number 
APPARATUS AND TESTS 
The tests were conducted in the Langley r ectangular high- speed 
tunnel which is a nonreturn) induction- type tunnel having a 4- inch by 
18- inch test section . The models tested were wings of r ectangular plan 
form having NACA 0012 pr ofiles. The 2- inch- chord wings had aspect r atios 
of infinity and 2 . 
The wing of infinite aspect ratio completely spanned the 4 - inch 
dimension of the tunnel . The wing was supported at both ends by the 
glass end plates which fo rmed part of the tunnel walls . The wing of 
aspect ratio 2 was secur ely attached to one of the glass end plates and 
extended one semispan ( 2 in . ) into the air stream . The support system 
did not interfere with either the air flow or the optical field . 
Schlieren photographs taken with an exposur e of appr oximately 2 micro-
seconds were obtained fo r the models at angles of attack of 00 and 40 
at Mach numbers between 0 . 5 and 0 . 9 . The corr esponding Reynolds number 
range was between 5 . 3 x 105 and 7 . 6 x 105 . 
RESULTS AND PRECISION 
The variations in lift and dr ag coefficient with Mach number for 
the wings were obtained f r om r efer ence 1 and are pr esented in figures 1 
and 2 . The data are presented to correlate and supplement the schlie r en 
photogr aphs of the flow (figs . 3 to 6) obtained in the present investigation. 
The data for the wing of infinite aspect ratio (figs . 1 to 3 and 5) 
wer e corrected for tunnel -wall effects by the methods of r eference 2 . 
The tunnel -wall corrections of the data for the wing of aspect rat io 2 are 
of the order of one -half percent and therefore are neglected . Data within 
a Mach number increment of 0 . 025 of the choked condition are not included. 
Theoretical optics ( r efer ence 3) indicates that the contrast obtained 
in a schlier en photograph as a result of a given density gr adient normal 
to the knife edge is directly proportional to the extent of the gr adient 
traversed by the light . Error s could be expected) therefore) to occur in 
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a direct comparison of schlieren photographs of the flow past these wings 
of different spans. The deductions are based upon ideal optical con-
dit ions including a fixed sensitivity of the system which, in practice , 
i s difficult to maintain. Fur ther analysis of thi s pr oblem, including 
some experimental studies, indicates that compar isons between inten-
sit ies of shocks in flows past wings of different spans may not be valid; 
however, the boundary-layer conditions and the presence and extent 
(normal to stream) of shocks as shown by the photograph should agree 
with the conditions existing in the field of observation. 
DISCUSSION 
The data of reference 1 indicated for an angle of attack of 00 that 
approximately zero-lift coefficients were obtained for the symmetrical 
wings of aspect r atios 2 and infinity over the Ma ch number range (fig . 1 ). 
For the zero-lift condition (~ = 00 ), the wi ng of l ow aspect ratio was 
shown to have a higher Mach number f or drag r ise and lower dr ags at Mach 
numbers above 0 . 79 than had the infinite wing or section (fig. 2). The 
s chlieren photographs of the flow past the t wo wi ngs at zero lift show 
strong disturbances on the infinite wing at a Mach number of 0 . 78 
(fi g. 3(c)), whereas comparable disturbance s ar e not obtained on the 
wi ng of low aspect r atio until a Mach number of 0 .83 has been reached 
or exceeded (fig. 4(d)) . The occurr ence of the str ong disturbances or 
shocks in figures 3(c) and 4(d) corresponds to the Mach number regions 
of drag r ise. The figures thus illustrate that the reduction in aspe ct 
rat io pr oduced a delay in the Mach number f or drag rise as a result of 
a delay in shock formation. The delay in shock fo r mation on the wing 
of low aspect ratio can be attributed to the known effect of the inflow 
at the tip of a finite wing in producing a decrease in the induced 
velocities over the Wing. 
At zero lift and Mach number s of 0 .83 and 0 . 86 the dr ag coefficients 
of the wing of low aspect r atio ar e approximately 30 percent of the 
values for the wing of infinit e aspect r atio (fig. 2). The corresponding 
schlieren photographs (figs. 3(e) and 3(f), 4 (d) and 4(e)) show that the 
decrease in dr ag coefficient for the wing of low a spect ratio is a result 
of the occurrence of less extens i ve compression shocks and less severe 
flow separation than was encountered by the infinite wing . 
The variations in shock with Mach number at an angle of attack of 40 
fo r both wings are shown in figure s 5 and 6. The lift coefficients for 
the two wings generally diff ered over the Mach number range (fig. 1). 
At a Mach numbe r of 0 .83 , lift coefficients of approximately 0.15 were 
obtaine d f or both wings ( ~ = 40 ) and the drag for the wing of low aspect 
r at i o is approximately one-third of the drag fo r t he infinite wing 
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(fig. 2) . The flow photographs for this lifting condition (figs . 5(e) 
and 6(d)) corrobor ate the r esults obtained f or the wing at ze r o lift 
and indicate that the decrease in dr ag coefficient is a result of reduc -
t ions in shock and separation losses . 
Langley Ae r onautical Laboratory 
National Advisor y Committee fo r Aeronautics 
Langley Field ) Va .) July 22 , 1948 
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Figure 1 .- Effect of aspect r atio on the variation of lift coefficient 
with Mach number for wings having the NACA 0012 profile. (Data from 
r eference 1 . ) 
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Figure 2 .- Effect of aspect r atio on the variation of drag coefficient 
vTi th Mach number for wings having the NACA 0012 p r ofile . (Data f r om 
reference 1.) 
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(a) M = 0.71 . (b) M=0.75. 
(c) M = 0.78. (d) M = 0.80. 
(e) M = 0 .83 . (f) M = 0.86. 
~ 
Figure 3. - Schlieren photographs of the flow on the NACA 0012 wing of infinite 
aspect ratio at 00 angle of a ttack. 
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(a) M = 0 .63. (b) M = 0 .73. 
(c) M = 0.78. 
(d) M = 0.83. (e) M = 0 .86. 
~ 
Figure 4. - Schlier en photographs of the flow on the NACA 00 12 wing of aspect 
ratio 2 at 0 0 angle of attack. 
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(a) M = 0 .60 . (b) M = 0.65 . 
(c) M = 0.70 . (d) M = 0.78. 
(e) M = 0 .83. (f) M = 0.87. 
~ 
Figure 5. - Schlieren photographs of the flow on the NACA 0012 wing of infinite 
aspect ratio at 40 angle of attack . 
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(a) M = 0 .63. (b) M = 0 .73 . 
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(c) M =0. 78. 
(d) M = 0 .83. (e) M = 0 .86. 
~ 
Figure 6. - Schlier en photographs of the flow on the NACA 001 2 wing of aspect 
ratio 2 at 40 angle of attack. 
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